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Actuating Factor of the calibration process is defined 

as the fixed element of a 2D-3D alignment (either 2D or 3D 
point); the user needs to align with it by providing its 
counterpart (3D or 2D point).

Interaction Space is defined as a set of parameters 

that the user can control in order to provide the alignments 
based on the choice of the actuating factor (see table).

Method Actuating Factor Interaction Space DOF Input Medium

SPAAM[1] 2D screen cursor Head position and orientation 6 Head

Stylus-Marker[2] 2D screen cursor Finger position 3 Hand

fh-SPAAM Background screen target Cursor position 2 Mouse
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Fixed-Head 2 DOF SPAAM:
The user positions the head on a chin rest for 
additional stability, and alignments are made by 
moving a computer mouse (2 DOF), instead of 
head motion (6 DOF) as in standard SPAAM.

- Epson Moverio BT-200
- Fiducial Markers at different 3D positions
- Computer Mouse for interactive alignment
- Chin Rest for additional stability
- ARToolKit for marker tracking

A comparative user study between SPAAM and fh-SPAAM:
1. User alignment is more precise and more accurate
2. Reprojection error is reduced by 50.7% shown by simulation.
3. Completion time is reduced by 40%
4. fh-SPAAM is scored “good” usability from SUS survey of the 

participants.
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Experiments

Improved alignment precision: distribution for standard SPAAM (upper 
left); distribution in fh-SPAAM (upper right); corresponding Euclidean 
distances (lower left); average distances over 0.6s (lower right)

Reprojection error (left) and interaction time (right) for SPAAM and fh-SPAAM 


